
You Will Need:
Ultimate board & Scoring Tool
2 A4 sheets of green double sided pearl 
card
A4 sheet of printed card
A4 sheet of pale green card
Small piece of gold card
green ribbon
Double sided tape
Gold border peel offs
Foam pads
PVA glue
Clear nylon beading thread

In this tutorial, we learn how 
to create our own decorative 
toppers by using the various 

embossed shapes on the board. 
From here we go on to make a 
delicate popout card using the 

decorative embossing lines to add 
a professional finish that gives this 

card an instant lift and takes it from 
being something very ordinary to a 

card that really is extraordinary.

Stage 1
Place one sheet of the green card against the butt 
bar on the card scoring part of the Ultimate and score 
along the half-fold A4 line. Score the same line on 
the second piece and also score the gatefold A4 line. 
Rotate the card and score the gatefold line from the 
opposite end, so that the second piece of card is 
scored into equal quarters.
Fold the first piece of card in half to make a basic C5 
card blank and concertina fold the second piece.
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Stage 2
Take the piece that is scored into quarters and emboss 
the large rounded oblong in the centre, using the 
central score line as a guide.

Stage 3
Cut out the rectangle to leave an aperture (save the 
piece that you cut out of the centre for making some 
decorative elements later).
Edge the aperture with gold border peel offs.

Stage 4
Turn the card over and from the back, line up the 
edge of the card against one of the decorative edging 
embossing lines on the Ultimate and score. Move the 
piece over a little and score again to leave a double 
scored decoration on the card edge. Repeat on the 
other side.

Stage 5
Place some strips of double sided tape onto the back 
of the two outer edges of the piece you have embossed 
and stick it inside the A4 first piece you scored in half. 
Make sure that the outer edges are lined up.



To make some decorative elements, fist score three 
small rectangles from the patterned card. Cut them 
out and stick two back to back with a piece of clear 
beading thread sandwiched between them. Edge all 
three with border peel offs. 

Take the piece of pale green card and score the large 
rectangle from it. Edge this with border peel offs and 
stick the remaining patterned rectangle to it using 
foam pads, also score 15 small hearts from the 
embossing shape found on the Enveloper. Cut them 
out.

Stage 8
Cut three of the same hearts from gold card. Take the 
small piece of dark green card left over from cutting 
the aperture and pick out the leaf shape that can be 
found inside the decorative corner embossing shape, 
also on the Enveloper. Cut six of these.

Stage 9
With some foam pads, put together some flower 
shapes by arranging five of the green heart shapes in a 
circle and sticking one of the gold hearts in the centre 
using 3D foam. Also prepare some strips of dark green 
ribbon by laying a strip of double sided tap to the back 
of it.
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Stage 8

Stage 9
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Stage 7

Stage 6
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Build up a flower design onto the centre of the 
rectangles by making a stem with the sticky backed 
ribbon and adding the flower heads and leaves.

Make three small bows from some more of the green 
ribbon using the bow maker on the Ultimate then add 
the bows to the flower stems 

Stage 12
Finally, add the embellished rectangles to the card. 
Stick the double sided one on the inside of the card 
by sticking the nylon thread behind the top of the 
aperture  

Stage 13
Stick the remaining rectangle on the card front.
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Stage 11

Stage 10


